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The Sydney Kent house at 2944 South Michigan Avenue, currently

the St. James Convent, is part of a complex of buildln-gs which form
the St. James Parish. Bordering Michigan Avenue is a tall iron fence
fixed to a black granite curb. Two gates lead from the sidewalk to
the house, one servos as front entrance and the other opens into a
carriageway chat passes through the porte-cochere. The entrance
to the house is emphasized by a central dormer which ends in a decor-
ative terra-cotta pinnacle. The surface of all facades is red
Philadelphia brick. Red panels of a floral terra-cotta accentuate
the walls. Red sandstone is used for the base.

The first floor has two parlors, one on either side of tae entrain
vestibule and central corridor. Beyond these parlors, the central hal.
widens. To cha left is the library, straight ahead the dining room am
kitchen wing, and to the right,
features of the hall are the wooden wainscot -'and
of exposed beams and inlaid woods. Sliding doors

the main stairease. The decorative
the elaborate ceilin.

- w - lead to the parlors,
library and dining room. The south parlor is che most elaborate room
with a round bay window having a transom above it of stained glass.
The room is also illuminated bv a large window of leaded and beveled
•glass. The library is differentiated from the rest of the rooms by its
angular bay window on the south wall, and the wood of the fireplace
and built-in bookcases which is stained a light tone. The dining room
now runs entirely across the rear of the house. Originally it
took up about 1/2 of that space. Its form is still defined by a plasti
cornice. A round bay window opens to the south with stained glass in
its transom similar in color to the blue-green tile of the fireplace
mantel. On the west wall there is another large stained glass window
predominantly yellow in color that is flanked by two doors. The left
door leads to an exterior porch while the right door connects with
the kitchen wing. The fireplaces of all these rooms retain their
original colorful tiles, wooden mantels and bronze hearths.

The tain staircase leads down on the east side to the porte-cocher
and up to the second and third floors. The rooms on these floors are
used as bedroom suites with common bathroom facilities. One excep-
tionally fine suite on the third floor was bhe former ballroom. Its
broad ceiling probably contained a t'resC o. Its original chandelier
is in the room although it is not in v.orking order/ The room it lit
by dormers and a narrow band of windows at its base.
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BUILDER/ARCHITECT John Vollv,Jonn '-ellborn Root

As one of the very few early residences by the famous
architect John Root still standing in Chicago, the house is of
great significance. Its excellent condition and few changes make
also a model of prestige architecture in the best neighborhood
of the city during the 1880' s. The house is also distinguished
as a very early exarrple of true urban iiueen Anne architecture
in Chicago. ,;Its "historical associations with three of Chicago's
millionaire families is also worthy of note.

°

HISTORY
Since the completion of this s[,i endid house in 1883, it has been the
T
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Sldence of thre9 wea *thyand prominent Chicago families

In 19^9 it became a religious institution. The first occupant nas
Sydney Z.^nt and it ia his initials that are seen in the terra-cotta
on the frort dormer. In 1897 he sold the house to John "Bet-a-milli
Gates. He waa the most socially prominent inhabitant, Financier,

of social
when the house wj

of Chicago. At the time Spades sold
in 19ki9,the house had not been lived in for

philanthropist andChicago manufacturer,

Founder oi American Steel & ^.ire Co., and a man in pursuit
acceptance, ha lived here until his death in 1911
sold to M.D. Spades. '

The decline of this residential area known as Douglas Park be-j
in 1906 when Michigan Avenue between liith and 26th Streest became

J

the automobile sales center
the house and property
several years .

Prank J. Lewis, a
Catholic leader bought the house in 1929 and donated it to the churc
It subsequently became a Catholic Youth Organization Home. During
the depression it served as a temporary transient hotel housing
270 young men and boys. Many thousands of men were quests at thehouse until they could secure jobs and support themselves. By 1950the house was officially occupied by the Sisters of the St. James— * T^hn^°«?Vn^
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fche S ydney Kent house as a residence.

Svflnirnf. ° f Eurnham and Hoot was architect of theSydney Kent house. A3 a partner of the architectural firr ofBurnhan and Root until his death in 1891, he remains on* of Chica - '

most famous and noted architects. Among' the important commercial*buildings designed by him are the konadnock Buiidln and the Rookery
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inThese commercial structures and the Sydney Kent house share
common the use of red brick, terra-cotta and stone.

The neighborhood in vhich the house is located has undergone
considerable change. From being part of the Gold Coast of Chicago
it has decayed in the thirties and forties into slums and then been
treated to a massive urban renewal schen.e in the fifties. The hous«
is. nov/ surrounded with low income projects, a middle income project
South Commons, what remainss of the automobile showrooms, and the '

Illinois Institute of Technology.
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